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Save the day with this delicious collection of easy, emergency meal solutions from
Bisquick.Bisquick, America's favorite baking mix, can easily be found in most American pantries.
Based on the immensely popular Emergency Meals feature on bettycrocker.com, Bisquick to the
Rescue includes simple solutions for brilliant last-minute meals, from simple snacks for surprise
guests to quick-to-the-table weeknight meals. This book collects the best of these Emergency
Meals, with more than 100 deliciously simple, no-fuss recipes for every need. Included are the
winners of the recent Better with Bisquick recipe contest, and bonus recipes that use the brand-
new gluten-free Bisquick mix, targeting a loyal Bisquick fan base hungry for new recipes.From
pizza crust to potpies and everything in between, Bisquick to the Rescue offers tons of great
ideas-breakfasts, snacks, dinners, international recipes, healthy variations of classics, and much
more-accompanied by quotes and stories from real Bisquick enthusiasts.· Features more
than 100 quick and simple recipes, all made with Bisquick or Gluten Free Bisquick-including
casseroles, breads, and desserts· Includes handy advice on cooking for big groups and
stocking your pantry for last-minute solutions· Uses simple icons to highlight super-fast
recipes and recipes that use Bisquick's new gluten-free mix Need dinner in a dash? Make it
easy with Bisquick to the Rescue!
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Kevin WattDear Friends,Who hasn't had one of those days? You're late getting home from
work ...one child is waiting to be picked up from piano lessons ...another is scrambling to finish
homework before heading to practice ...the family is famished. And you're in panic mode
pondering how to get a wholesome, satisfying meal on the table with no time to spare.We heard
the distress calls from harried cooks across the country and created this lifeline for round-the-
clock dining dilemmas. It's Bisquick® to the Rescue! All 104 recipes depend on tried-and-true
Bisquick to produce delicious dishes that have outstanding, homemade flavor without the from-
scratch fuss.You don't need a superhero—just a box of Bisquick—to make such rise-and-shine
selections as Apples 'N Brown Sugar Coffee Cake and Vegetable-Cheese Strata. When midday
munchies attack, reach for Mini Chinese Chicken Snacks, and Sesame Pork Strips. Bisquick
also beats the clock at dinnertime by giving a head start to Macaroni And Cheese Pie, Beer-
Battered Fish and Salsa Burrito Bake. Dessert during the week? Miracles can be done when
Citrus Mini Cheesecakes) and Triple-Chocolate Bars are on the menu!And be sure to check out
the winners of the Better with Bisquick Recipe Contest, including our top three finishers: Double-
Chocolate Strawberry Pancakes, Spiced Tilapia With Honeyed Mango-Lime Sauce and Buffalo
Chicken Pie.Bisquick to the Rescue includes mealtime solutions for everyone, including those
on restricted diets by offering gluten-free versions of comforting classics like Chicken and
Dumplings, Cinnamon Streusel Coffee Cake, Cheese Garlic Biscuits and Strawberry
Shortcakes!Fast, fresh and flavorful, Bisquick rescues you from mealtime misery. So grab a box
and head to the kitchen with confidence!Grace WellsBisquick Contest Winners Make Mealtime
a BreezeBetween driving home from work and shuttling the kids to their events, most cooks are
time-pressed during the dinner hour. You want to provide loved ones a supper that's both
wholesome and hearty. But how do you offer from-scratch flavor with little fuss? The winners of
our Better with Bisquick Recipe Contest deliciously prove that Bisquick is the key to preparing
family-friendly foods that are fast, fresh and fabulous!Grand-prize winner Joni Hilton takes plain
pancakes to a whole new level by combining Bisquick with sour cream and two kinds of
chocolate. She then tops the flapjacks with whipped cream, sliced fruit and strawberry syrup to
create Double-Chocolate Strawberry Pancakes. These incredible hotcakes will wake up tired
taste buds at breakfast— but they're so indulgent, you could also serve them for dessert.For a
main course that your family will fall for hook, line and sinker, try Veronica Callaghan's Spiced
Tilapia With Honeyed Mango-Lime Sauce. Bisquick lends a crunchy coating to the fish in this
super second-place recipe.Buffalo Chicken Pie, a third-place finisher from Jamie Jones,
captures the zesty taste of hot wings and is topped with a golden brown Bisquick crust.You'll find
these winning recipes—and 13 wonderful runners-up—throughout this book. Each and every
one is family pleasing, fresh tasting and features tried-and-true Bisquick! Here are the top 3
recipes, the amount they won and a description of the recipe in their own words.Better With
BisquickGrand Prize Winner—$1,000Contestant Name: Joni HiltonRecipe Name: Double-
Chocolate Strawberry PancakesDescription: "This is a true flavor blast of chocolate and
strawberry—double doses of each! Everyone loves chocolate-dipped strawberries, so I thought



a pancake combining those yummy flavors would be a real hit."2nd Place Winner—
$500Contestant Name: Veronica CallaghanRecipe Name: Spiced Tilapia With Honeyed Mango-
Lime SauceDescription: "This spicy-sweet fish dish has dining-out elegance with dining-in ease.
The crisp tilapia fillets are cooled by a tangy mango sauce."3rd Place Winner—$250Contestant
Name: Jamie JonesRecipe Name: Buffalo Chicken PieDescription: "This recipe came about the
Monday after the Super Bowl, when I needed a quick and easy dish for dinner for my busy
family. I opened the fridge and had leftovers from the big game party."Emergency "What's For
Dinner?" Plan"What's for dinner?" is an age-old question that has been asked of home cooks for
generations. All too often, it can put people in panic mode, especially as the clock on the kitchen
wall ticks closer to the dinner hour.By keeping boxes of Bisquick and other staple items on hand,
though, meal preparation is easy—and enjoyable—even on the busiest of weeknights.Bisquick
Meals In MinutesFrom pancakes or waffles in the morning to a potpie at dinner, Bisquick is your
around-the-clock kitchen companion for simply delicious meals. Cooks from across the country
love to share their favorite recipes that rely on Bisquick to turn out down-home dinners in a
dash.The "emergency" meal idea actually started on . Readers were asked to send their favorite
emergency meal idea and found that Bisquick is a true hero when it comes to quick meals. The
stories and quotes that accompanied the recipes are a true delight. When submitting her recipe
for Macaroni And Cheese Pie, Anna of Illinois wrote, "Kids love it, and its quick! All it takes is
Bisquick mix and some easy on-hand ingredients—it's dinner!"A popular recipe is the Gluten
Free Impossibly Easy Cheeseburger Pie. There are many great reasons to make this recipe but
Rachelle of Arizona summed it up: "Whenever I'm stuck for supper and I ask my husband what
he really wants, he'll ask for Cheeseburger Pie." We also read this from Margie from Idaho: "Use
lean sausage instead of the ground beef in the Cheeseburger Pie and serve it for breakfast." You
can see how truly versatile Bisquick and these recipes are!Plus, we love that Bisquick makes
great pancakes and waffles. About the Apple Oven Pancake, Elaine from Kentucky said, "For
breakfast, this is simply the easiest and best ever!"So when you need a quick meal, be sure to
turn to Bisquick and find your favorite emergency meal to brag about!A Well-Stocked Pantry
Saves The DayOne way to avoid a dinnertime crisis is by keeping your pantry supplied with
everyday items that are often used in recipes and with convenience foods that give a head start
to meal prep. Below is a basic list to get you started, but be sure to add your family's favorites as
well.• Bisquick Original, Heart Smart and Gluten Free mixes• Baking supplies (baking soda and
powder, flour, cornstarch, granulated and powdered sugar, nuts, shortening, vanilla extract and
honey)• Beans, peas and lentils (dried and canned)• Canned meats and fish (chicken, tuna,
salmon)• Canned vegetables• Old-fashioned or quick-cooking oats• Condiments (jams/jellies,
ketchup, mustard, mayonnaise, peanut butter, salsa)• Dried herbs and spices• Dry bread
crumbs (plain and seasoned)• Gravy (packets, jars and cans)• Oils (canola, olive) and cooking
spray• Pasta and pasta sauce (various shapes and flavors, including dry pasta mixes)• Rice
(brown, instant, long grain, wild) and rice mixes• Sauces (barbecue, soy, steak, Worcestershire,
teriyaki, taco, hot pepper and tartar)• Soups and broth (bouillon granules and canned soup)•



Syrups (maple syrup, light and dark corn syrup)• Tomato products (crushed, diced, whole,
paste, sauce and stewed)• Vinegar (white, apple cider, balsamic and red wine)Bisquick Goes
Gluten-FreeWhat Is Celiac Disease?Celiac disease is a digestive disorder affecting nearly 2
million Americans. For those suffering with the condition, it causes damage to the small intestine
and interferes with nutrient absorption when foods containing protein glutens (found in barley,
rye and wheat) are consumed. The only way to control celiac disease is through diet.Tips For
Gluten-Free LivingUnlike some other digestive conditions, there is no magic pill for curing celiac
disease. The only way to manage it is by watching the foods you eat. At first, it may seem a little
daunting. But with time, patience and planning, gluten-free cooking will soon become second
nature.If you are cooking gluten free, always read labels to make sure each recipe ingredient is
gluten free. Products and ingredients can change.• Turn to others. Once you're diagnosed with
celiac disease, ask your doctor for resource information about how to live with the condition.
Consider joining a support group online or in your community.• Shop the perimeter. Purchase
naturally gluten-free products by shopping for fresh produce, meat and dairy products. The more
processed the food, the more likely it contains gluten proteins.• Pay attention in the aisles.
Grocery store shelves are loaded with products containing gluten, but gluten-free items are
available. Do research online and in gluten-free cookbooks for the types of products you can and
cannot eat. Keep the list with you while you shop.• Ask questions. Many large supermarket
chains offer printouts of the gluten-free products they carry. If you're unsure about an item,
contact the manufacturer.• Read labels carefully. Gluten proteins can appear in items you would
never expect. Many websites provide lists of ingredients that are gluten-based.• Clean your
kitchen. Avoid cross-contamination by thoroughly washing utensils, cutting boards and other
surfaces that have come in contact with foods containing gluten. Even the slightest bit of contact
can trigger a reaction.• Learn how to eat out. Research restaurants before going out to dinner
because many chains are beginning to accommodate gluten-free diners. Whether you're at a
dining establishment or at someone's home, ask questions about the food preparation before
digging in.Favorite Bisquick Gluten-Free RecipesWith Bisquick Gluten Free, people afflicted with
celiac disease can now enjoy their favorite Bisquick recipes worry-free—without sacrificing
flavor. Best of all, the whole family can delight in the dishes so cooks no longer need to make
separate gluten-free foods for certain members of the family. Below are signature Bisquick
recipes prepared with Bisquick Gluten Free mix. You'll find additional gluten-free dishes
throughout the book.Gluten Free Pancakes10 pancakes1 cup Bisquick Gluten Free mix1 cup
milk2 tablespoons vegetable oil1 eggSTIR ingredients until blended.POUR slightly less than 1⁄4
cupfuls onto hot greased griddle.COOK until edges are dry. Turn; cook until golden.Gluten Free
Waffles8 (4-inch) waffles11⁄3 cups Bisquick Gluten Free mix11⁄4 cups milk3 tablespoon vegetable
oil1 eggSTIR ingredients until blended.POUR onto center of hot greased waffle maker; close
lidBAKE about 5 minutes or until steaming stops. Carefully remove waffle.Gluten Free Biscuits10
biscuits2 cups Bisquick Gluten Free mix1⁄3 cup shortening2⁄3 cup milk3 eggsHEAT oven to
400°F.CUT shortening into mix, using fork, until particles are size of small peas. Stir in remaining



ingredients until soft dough forms.DROP by spoonfuls onto ungreased cookie sheet, about 2
inches apart.BAKE 13 to 16 minutes or until golden brown.Gluten Free Pizza Crust6 servings11⁄3
cups Bisquick Gluten Free mix1⁄2 teaspoon Italian seasoning or dried basil leaves1⁄2 cup water1⁄3
cup vegetable oil2 eggs, beatenHEAT oven to 425°F. Grease 12-inch pizza pan with shortening
or cooking spray.STIR Bisquick mix, Italian seasoning, water, oil and eggs until well
combined.SPREAD dough in pan.BAKE 15 minutes (crust will appear cracked).Gluten Free
Strawberry Shortcake
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Ebook Tops_Reader, “Practical recipes and gorgeous photos. The Betty Crocker Bisquick to the
Rescue cookbook is filled with lots of practical information and numerous color photos making
this cookbook a delight to read while being informative. You will find an interactive table of
contents making navigation easy.Some of the cooking tips or ideas included in this cookbook
include information on how to substitute ingredients if you are missing an ingredient or the need
for keeping a box of Bisquick in the cupboard along with pantry staples (with a list of suggested
staples included) to create emergency meals. There is also a brief section explaining Celiac
Disease and how to live the gluten-free lifestyle.You will find some of the following recipes in this
cookbook:Baked Apple Breakfast WedgesPuffed Pancake Brunch CasseroleApricot-Glazed
Coconut-Chicken BitesMaple Bacon and Cheddar MuffinsGluten-Free Cinnamon Streusel
Coffee CakeChicken Enchilada CasseroleGluten-Free Hearty Chicken PieSpiced Apple
Cupcakes with Salted Caramel FrostingMonster Oatmeal CookiesStrawberry Shortcake
SquaresTriple-Chocolate BarsRecommend.MR”

Lazy Dazy, “Bisquick to the Rescue Cookbook. I've been a "fan" of Bisquick for more years than I
care to state, but this book encompasses an assortment of the best of the best in Bisquick use
and recipes. There are more than 100 recipes for ideas when you want a "change of pace" that
is not out-of-this-world" in cost or prep time; so, for quicker and tastier meals, I would
recommend purchasing this book (new or used) and have in handy in your kitchen for easy
access.”

Ma'estra Lu, “Really useful  cookbook. Full of great recipes.. Good recipes with Bisquick mix.”

Grandma812, “Bisquick - creativity in a box.. Bisquick - no one can beat it for convenience,
successes, and reasonably priced ingredients, information, and instructions. I collect the small
Bisquick books and use one or the other of them almost every day. Every young beginning cook
should have this one. It is amazing what one can do with Bisquick. I recently lived in a foreign
country (other than than the USA) and Bisquick was my saving grace on many occasions.”

Reader1, “Great Easy Gluten-Free Meals. This cookbook saved the day for me. I thought easy-
prep cooking was a thing of the past when diagnosed with celiac disease, but Bisquick Gluten-
Free baking mix proved me wrong. I can still enjoy pizza, pancakes, and pot pies with my family!
Thank you, Betty Crocker!”

Monkeypony, “fun cookbook for quick meals. bisquick is fab for those with limited time. the gluten
free recipes are great for us Celiacs,Highly recommend for anyone looking for a quick and easy
cookbook to follow, also u dont need fancy ingredients as most are regular staples we all keep in
our cabinet.”



The book by Betty Crocker has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 127 people have provided feedback.
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